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Ghost towns of the west 

        
Born of the deserts of the West. Made by the 
trials of the Civil War. A guerilla fighter known 
as “Bloody” Boot Tipshaw was commissioned as 
Territory Marshall of the town of Big Salty in 
September 1869. Little did the townsfolk know 

that Big Salty was about to become a living Ghost Town…not from years of abandonment or the harsh 
territory swallowing it up. No, it would be decisive action from the Marshall’s gun that would make Big Salty 
an instant “Ghost Town of the West”. The murderers, thieves, rustlers, cheats, and men of low character who 
dared to cross paths with Tipshaw were about to become “eternal residents” of Big Salty… 

Over a hundred cowboys and cowgirls descended on Big Salty this year to do battle with Ol’ “Bloody” Boot 
Tipshaw, helping him to clean up the streets of our little Ghost Town. They were also looking to make names 
for themselves as buckle winners in their categories for the Utah 2017 State Championship. As you may have 
surmised, this year’s theme was, “How “Big Salty” Became a Ghost Town.” 

Although our shooters didn’t arrive in wagons of old, but in RVs of new, they still circled them up on the 
outskirts of the range and readied themselves for three days of genuine cowboy competition. 

But to properly tell this story we must go back in time like Marty McFly in Back to the Future. Prior to the 
gun hands arriving at Big Salty, the stage had to be set and a revitalization had to be completed for the 
coveted State Championship. Here in Utah, 
multiple clubs contribute to the execution of a 
match this size. We had Utah War, Utah 
Territory Gunslingers, Wasatch Summit 
Regulators and Cowboys of Utah pool their 
resources and people to prepare. In addition, 
Wahsatch Desperadoes gave assistance as well. 
To no one’s surprise, the character of these 
Cowboys and Cowgirls came shining through as 
the range was worked on for weeks prior to the 
shoot. These cowpokes proved they were just as 
handy with weed wacker’s, power tools, paint brushes and sweat as they are with smoke-wagons!  

So the stage was set, prep work was complete and Big Salty was ready! June 1st marked the beginning of the 
End of Trails. Early that morning a few lonely cowboys and cowgirls were being driven through side matches 
by the Range Master of the shoot, Col. Butch Simons (SASS #77845). He steadily pushed them along like a 
muleskinner so that they could be ready to man the stages later when the main participants arrived.  

Our side matches this year included Pocket Pistol, Derringer, Speed Rifle, Speed Pistol, Speed Shotgun, Long 
Range Rifle, Long Range Pistol and, of course, both .22 Revolver and Rifle. Also included was the Plainsman 
stages. At 12:30 that day, the competitors started to come through and leave their mark on the side match 
scoresheets the Cowboys and Cowgirls that Col. Butch Simons (SASS#77845) pushed through earlier were 
doing a great job running the stages. They kept all the bays open into the evening so all shooters had 



maximum amount of time to compete. Once the side 
matches were over, you could see cowpokes gathering 
at their “circled wagons” and could overhear the joyful 
noise of folks visiting with friends they hadn’t seen in 
a bit. 

Additionally, this day would see the range filled with 
smoke as the Plainsman Match was started at 5:00 
p.m. However, the weather didn’t cooperate and they 
got rained out going into the second stage. So they 
found time the next day for these “smoke-and-
thunder-bringers” to finish up. 

June 2nd brought the official Opening Ceremonies. 
Shooters gathered under the pavilion and as you 
looked at the crowd you could not help but be moved 
by the amount of red shirts you saw. This was no 

ordinary R.E.D. (Remember Everyone Deployed) Shirt Friday, this was a R.E.D. Shirt Friday just 4 days after 
Memorial Day. And true to our community’s nature, a flood of remembrance and somberness was symbolized 
by the red; and the thankfulness and respect for our military shined through brightly that day. To make it 
even better, the Utah Military History Group was 
about to post the colors in WWI style. The color 
guard was authentically dressed to the tee, accurate 
to WWI Army and Marine uniforms. As I scanned 
the crowd, I could see the recognition and sideway 
smiles of some Wild Bunch folks who were taking 
in the uniforms. But all stood quiet, with hats 
removed as the color guard marched to their 
position. The quietness was pierced like a shot on 
an Evil Roy target with, “Present Arms!” Then the 
air was filled with the words we know so well, “I 
pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of 
America…”  

Complete in their duty, the color guard moved off 
the field and all the competitors quickly made their 
way to their designated bays. Six posse’s moved 
towards the town of Big Salty to do battle with 
“Bloody” Boot Tipshaw against both the evil doers seeking to ruin Big Salty and against the dreaded timer!  

As the 6 stages of main match activities for Day 1 started to come to an end, folks started to once again gather 
under the pavilion. As I walked around, I repeatedly heard, “So, how did ya do?” Cowboys replied with 
varying answers such as, “Well, at least I was clean with a P,” or, “Clean ‘til the last stage,” or, “Did pretty 
good!” Also many of the Cowpokes expressed their joy with the Shooters book, expressing delight in the 
stories, drawings, and how the SASS rules were listed for easy reference. All in all folks loved the Shooters 
book that was designed by Maisie Grace (SASS # 104310) and stories completed by myself (Bootstrap, SASS 
#104304). Maisie Grace (SASS # 104310) may have set a new standard in shoot books and their layouts, but I 
am bias since she is my Dale Evans. 

But in it all, as they told  their war stories from the day, what was the same was folks genuinely enjoying 
themselves and partaking in the day’s events with passion and laughter. Next on the card that day was a 
catered lunch followed by a Shot Gun Challenge super-stage. Now, no Cowboy event is complete without 
food. So in that spirit, our Match Director, Jubal Sackett (SASS#22531), ensured that the schedule had an 
evening potluck and ice cream social. We went into the evening with fellowship.  And as chow commenced, 

GETTING READY FOR OPENING CEREMONIES 

UTAH MILITARY HISTORY GROUP POSTING THE COLORS 



the table was stripped bare of food with cowboys left looking to see if there was a bean left in any crock pot. 
The pot luck table looked like a plague of locust hit it…even the salad was gone!   

But now that all these cowpokes were fed, Col. Butch (SASS#77845) and Wasatch Shep (SASS #45324) began 
to hand out Side Match awards. And what is a Cowboy event without Door Prizes? This year’s Sponsors were 
abundantly generous and supportive of our Utah Cowboys and Cowgirls. Maisie Grace (SASS# 104310) led 
the drawing with the help of a young Cowgirl, Fast Draw Fawn (SASS # 94157) and a Buckarette, Tilley 
Tumbleweed (SASS # 105759). Once door prizes were over, folks started digging into to the ice cream and 
the fellowship and conversation continued into the evening. 

Well Day 3 Was upon us. What would the day bring? Fast guns? Smooth runs? Train wrecks? Only time 
would tell what the day would hold. Gun carts were moving, folks were staging them at their starting bays 

and getting ready for six more stages. The day was to 
hold true to the desert in the Utah Bowl and 
temperatures began to rise. But these Cowboys and 
Cowgirls moved through the stages, pushing through 
the town of Big Salty and following the adventures of 
“Bloody” Boot Tipshaw. 

The range was jumping with a flurry of activity. Rusty 
Razor (SASS # 90266), a competitor himself, was also 
moving back and forth between bays to repair targets 
that went down. As the Target Officer, he was not only 
shooting, he was turning wrenches. Seems these 
competitors were determined to clean the streets of Big 
Salty and they engaged their targets with the fury of 
Wyatt Earp collecting red sashes from the “Cowboys 
Gang.” No worries though, Rusty Razor was able to 
complete his extra tasks and still turn out 17 and 18 
second stages. 

As the day went on and the sun continued to heat things up on the range of Big Salty, shooters were heating 
up the competition. As I walked by posse’s still hammering targets, I could hear rifles rattling off like a 
Browning M1917 belt-fed, water-cooled, heavy 
machine gun. Ok, maybe that’s a bit of an 
exaggeration…but shooters like Brer Rabbit (SASS 
# 54820), Nick Nitro (SASS#94155), and JT Wild 
(SASS # 20399) were definitely running their rifles. 
Posse’s began to finish up and head to the shade of 
the pavilion and the BBQ lunch waiting there. As 
folks sat and enjoyed being off their feet and getting 
some good grub, they once again were telling their 
tales of the day’s shooting. The theme emerged that 
cowpokes were having good runs and were happy 
with how they shot. But above all, the amount of 
laughter, smiles and pure enjoyment was quite 
simply amazing. This sport offers so much more than 
a door prize or a championship buckle.  

Next up would be the Man on Man challenge; and with the vast amount of top-notch shooters here at Big 
Salty it proved to be truly exciting. After that, folks began to head out and get ready for the banquet. Folks 
were emerging from their “metal wagons” in their finest duds: derby hats, vests, gowns, and I thought I saw 

Marshal John Morrison (SASS# 94154) on Timer, Cowgirl 

Fast Draw Fawn (SASS# 94157), photo by Lloyd Shell.  
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one of the Three Amigos wandering around 
somewhere. Unique and beautiful clothing 
came out of storage for the banquet, costume 
contest and awards ceremony. Now, 
personally, this is one of my favorite times as 
folks come “dressed to the nines” and spirits 
flow! (Yes, Utah does have spirits contrary to 
widespread belief.) And with this, the 
conversation gets even more energized and 
expressive. I love hearing folks talk of their 
adventures from the last few days and 
speculate on how they did. Never do you hear 
an ill word spoken. Never do you not see a 
smile. And the room is filled with laughter and 
the sky is not cloudy all day…could one ask 
for anything else in a social hour?  

Col. Butch Simons (SASS# 77845), Wasatch 
Shep (SASS #45324), and Brer Rabbit (SASS 
# 54820) could be seen working at the foot of the stage to get all the awards in order and were giving one 
final look-over to the winners list. Our Match Director, Jubal Sackett (SASS#22531), was working the room 
like he was running for office dressed to the hilt like one of the Three Amigos (not really, but dang close)! 
Must be who I saw earlier?? Sackett gave a warm welcome and a breakdown of the night’s events. Then we 
made our way to the chow line – and as you all well know, make way for hungry Cowboys and Cowgirls!! 

First up in the chute was the costume awards, then the main match awards. Sackett started alphabetically with 
the B-Western winners, then category after category, the top shooters of the night came up to get their 

buckles and the recognition they so richly deserved. Even 
though this was a state shoot, and only Utah folks could 
be Utah champions, those out-of-town folks that took 1st 
place still received one of the best looking buckles out 
there! Well, I am biased, but they’re amazing! Even the 
lady overall shooter, who was from out of state, was 
recognized and received tangible evidence of her shooting 
capabilities. Well, as the night ended, Sackett finished the 
ceremonies right on time and said his departing words. 
Some folks started to exit and other folks formed pockets 
here and there, not wanting to give up the night.  

Another Major Shoot had ended. We were all stepping 
out of a time that was rich in tradition and honor, and 
stepping back into the “real world.” So, with a hug here, a 
handshake there and an occasional exchange of contact 
information between folks gaining new a friendship, the 
night was ending. Ah, but alas! This 
is the season of many “time-
jumps to the past.” In less than 

a week a fair portion would be saying, “Howdy!” again in Grand Junction for 
Colorado’s State Championship. No, the trail is never lonely for long as you often 
cross paths with so many pardners during this season of “cattle drives” from range 
to range. 

Utah’s State Championship rotates between three clubs every two years and Big 
Salty will be on hiatus for a bit. Next year the shoot will be held in Price, Utah 
with the Castle Gate Posse. So, if you always thought about Utah but just never 

Overall champions: Lilly Long (SASS # 81344) Overall 

Women’s Utah Champion, Belinda Bell (SASS # 42966) 

Overall Women’s Champion (Idaho) and Nick Nitro (SASS # 

91456) Overall Men’s and Utah Champion. 

SOCIAL HOUR AT THE BANQUET.  

DESERT STAR THEATRES, MURRAY, UT. 
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got out here, I highly recommend that you come on out and give us a visit. The Cowboys and Cowgirls that 
reside here in Utah are nothing short of amazing and they are the epitome of the “Spirit of the Game” that 
Cowboy Shooting embraces. So, “Bloody” Boot Tipshaw’s story may be over, but look out to the horizon to 
see what our neighbors have in store for you next year. I, for one, look forward to what new adventures lie in 
Southern Utah.  

Our club wants to thank all of the shooters who came out and supported the Utah State Championship! Every 

one of you brought something special to this shoot. And I cannot close without mentioning our Posse 

Marshalls…their experience, knowledge, character and above all their willingness to serve, kept with the 

finest traditions and they were each treasured greatly for their leadership. Without them, our shoot would not 

have run nearly as smooth as it did. So, I tip my hat to the following: Gem Hunter (SASS # 24237), Idaho Bad 

Company (SASS # 28943), Marshal John Morrison (SASS # 94154), JT Wild (SASS # 20399), Twelve Mile 

Reb (SASS # 30634), & Lilly Long (SASS # 81344)=. Thank you for your selfless service! 

Until next time, “Keep your saddle oiled and your gun greased.” 

Written by Bootstrap Phil (SASS# 104304) 

 

 

 

 



 

Winners/Utah State Champions 
(Overall Winner: OA | Utah State Champion: USC) 

 
OVERALL MAN Nick Nitro    OVERALL STATE CHAMPION MAN  Nick Nitro 

(SASS # 94156)          (SASS # 94156) 
OVERALL LADY Belinda Belle    OVERALL STATE CHAMPION LADY  Lilly Long 
   (SASS #42966)          (SASS # 81344) 

********************************************************************************************************************************* 
B-Western  Rusty Razor (OA/USC)   Buckarette Sonny Mae West (OA/USC) 

(SASS #90266)       (SASS #105785) 
Buckaroo  BWAA  (OA)    Cattle Baron Major Pain (OA/USC) 
   (SASS #100400)      (SASS #86012) 
   Little Sheriff (USC) 
   (SASS #105550) 
Classic Cowboy  Wolf of North Springs (OA/USC) Cowboy Nick Nitro (OA/USC) 
   (SASS #76186)      (SASS # 94156) 
Cowgirl  Fastdraw Fawn (OA/USC)  Duelist  El Juez (OA/USC) 
   (SASS #94157)      (SASS #95261) 
E.Statesman   Twelve Mile Reb (OA/USC)  49’er  Samuel Dunbin Hadley (OA) 
   (SASS #30634)      (SASS #93613) 
          Bootstrap Phil (USC) 
          (SASS #104304) 
F.Cartidge  Sparks (OA/USC)   F.Cartidge Duelist Big Iron Buster (OA) 
   (SASS #1412)      (SASS # 9361) 
          Elk Ridge Sheriff (USC) 
          (SASS #33087) 
Frontiersman  Johnny Lake (OA/USC)   Grand Dame Dixie Bell (OA/USC) 
   (SASS #83725)      (SASS # 5366) 
Gunfighter  Col. Butch Simons (OA/USC)  L.B-Western Ivy Wild (OA/USC) 
   (SASS #77845)      (SASS # 97567) 
L. Duelist  Jo D Fender (OA/USC)   L. 49’er  Molly Magoo (OA) 
   (SASS # 92846)      (SASS #74540) 
          Anita Gunn (USC) 
          (SASS #92434) 
L.F.Cartidge  Helen Havoc (OA/USC)  L. Gunfighter Lilly Long (OA/USC) 
   (SASS # 98891)      (SASS # 81344) 
L.Senior  Belinda Bell (OA)   L.Senior Duel Bitterroot Beaver (OA/USC) 
   (sass # 42966)      (SASS #50432) 
   Young Lady (USC) 
   (SASS #51019) 
L.Silver Senior  Second Fiddle Sue (OA/USC)  L.Wrangler Wild Cattle Kate (OA/USC) 
   (SASS # 55872)      (SASS # 94155) 
Senior   JT Wild (OA/USC)   Senior Duelist Crackshot Craig (OA/USC) 
   (SASS # 20399)      (SASS # 101090) 
Senior GF  Idaho Bad Company (OA)  Silver Senior Montana Prarie Dog (OA) 
   (SASS # 28943)      (SASS # 46666) 
   Navajo Kelly (USC)     Alaskan (USC) 
   (SASS #85246)      (SASS #79504) 
Wrangler  Mokaac Kid (OA/USC)          
   (SASS # 78721) 


